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The multiple and widely varying interpretations of
Duke Vincentio in Shakespeare's Measure for Measure can be
reconciled and made into a consistent interpretation by
the application of a framework consisting of both literary
and Elizabethan conventions as well as a view of comedy
that accepts the comic function of movement toward identity as comedy's goal.
in the play.

Duke Vincentio is the comic drive

His behavioral motives are based on his sin-

cere concern for his constituency and his courageous use
of his power during a time when reform is vital.

The

morally equivocal means he sometimes employs are justified
by his hoped-for ends.

Each decision the Duke must make

is based on his goal of redeeming his dukedom to a place
of harmony and order.

He keeps in mind all the while both

man's frailties and man's potential.

The major characters

come to a degree of self-knowledge that enables them to
accept and apply a more loving justice.

Through humility
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and mercy, a new pattern for reconciliation is provided.
The marriages at the end serve to provide the characters
with a position within which they can employ their new
wisdom.
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CHAPTER ONE
COMMISSIONED BY GOD

Many of the world's greatest actors discovered their
love of the art through the works of William Shakespeare.
It is no wonder, for here is a smorgasbord of characters
that knows no equal.

The opportunity to tackle such roles

as Falstaff, Lady MacBeth, Lear, Puck, Hamlet--and on and
on--has challenged the best of them.

Perhaps, though,

even the most confident among them would balk upon being
offered the role of Measure for Measure's Duke Vincentio.
Here is a character so complex and seemingly ambiguous
that he has baffled actor, scholar, critic, and theatregoer alike.

During his strut upon the stage, Vincentio

jeopardizes lives, he lies, he gets others to lie, he misrepresents himself, he betrays trusts, he eavesdrops, and
he tricks people.

Then, in the final scene, he sits in

judgment on everyone else, and claims a would-be nun for
his bride.

Yet, in this man's power lies the fate of all

the other characters.

It is up to him to provide the

comic resolution of reconciliation and harmony and
happiness--the very things he risks with his every move.
Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch says the Duke is a "stage
puppet," "a wearisome man," a "busy-body and spy."1
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E. M. W. Tillyard

Richard Fly says he is "part bawd."2

feels that, for the first half of the play, he is "a mere
conventional piece of dramatic convenience" who sets up
the conflict; then he turns into "just an onlooker."3
Norman Holland says he is a Christ-figure.4

In fact,

the Duke has been called everything from "pimp" to
"Providence."

Larry Champion asks,

What, precisely, is (the Duke] about? Is he a
practical jokester, an introverted maker-of-law,
a Christ-like meter of justice, a puppet of the
dramatist only peripherally related to the plot?
Is he a wilful liar, a hopeless weakling, a pitiless tyrant, or a decadent panderer?5

To call him any one of these things--and one can if one
takes his actions out of context--is to label him inaccurately, unfairly, and incompletely.

Jonathan Price claims

that Shakespeare "creates his most interesting characters
. by making them difficult to categorize."

Vincentio

is certainly difficult to categorize.
Price goes on to say of all the critical disagreement
involving Measure for Measure that he thinks Shakespeare
"would be pleased to have provoked such a range of passionate reaction and hard thinking.

That, after all, is

the best after-life a play can have."7

But Shakespeare

would not be pleased if all that hard thinking only resuited in a fractured and fragmented understanding of the
Duke and his play.

We must see, as F. R. Leavis does,
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that "complexity [is] distinguished from contradiction,
conflict, and uncertainty."8

Seeming inconsistencies in

this complex Duke must be reconciled in order to transcend
confusion.
Robert Smith says,
The real test of the play's integrity as a
whole is found . . . not in conjectural efforts
to resolve inconsistencies and discrepancies
found by closet scholars, but in two hours
[sic] traffic with the play on the stage where,
as so often in production, the problems and perplexities of Shakespeare disappear.9
The actor, however, can fill those two hours with fare
worth the ticket price only if he first establishes for
himself a complete and plausible grasp of what makes the
Duke tick.

For, as Francis Fergusson believes, the suc-

cess of the Duke is dependent upon "the skill and understanding [italics mine] of the actors."1°
W. W. Lawrence asserts that an evaluation of
Shakespeare's plays must take into account both the literary conventions and the conventions of Elizabethan society
of which Shakespeare was a part.11

Conventions serve

in the attempt to lend order both to art and to life, and
this quest is never-ending.

Part of Shakespeare's genius

lies in his ability to take a prescribed practice or a
generally agreed upon way of thinking and project it in
some new way by combination or juxtaposition or alteration
and, thus, forge something new and inspire through his art
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a fresh perspective on the human condition and Man's
struggles--both large and small--to make some sense of it
all.

Jonathan Price comments in general on the use in

Renaissance art of mixing and shifting a variety of elements, and in particular on the effect of mixtures and
shifts in Measure for Measure:

The contradictions are set up, and we are encouraged to try to resolve them. We are constantly being given new and different information, and having to readjust our opinion. We
lean forward, trying to figure out exactly what
is going on--and we are hooked. 12

One hook is the intriging character of the Duke, who is
created out of this process of mixing and shifting and
altering and combining of a variety of elements.

First

and foremost, Vincentio is a representation of a ruler.
According to Elizabeth Pope, the ascension of James I
to the throne of England (Measure for Measure was probably
written at about this time) created in a renewed interest
in theories of government.13

Certainly, Shakespeare

has examined the qualities of kings in other plays.

His

Vincentio is, in part, another of Shakespeare's studies in
what constitutes a good governor, perhaps with the idea of
flattering James.

Some clues regarding the kind of Duke

Vincentio is and strives to be are to be found in contemporary Elizabethan ideas on the matter.
In the Renaissance, explains Ernest Schanzer, any
earthly ruler would be considered a regent of God. 14
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In her essay entitled "The Renaissance Background of
Measure for Measure," Pope discusses the responsibilities
and privileges of civil authorities.

Governors, she

states, have an obligation to rule in light of their own
behavior and human weaknesses; and further, they are obliged to behave in as divine a manner as humanly possible
while monitoring their own conduct and the conduct of
others.15

Of course, rulers are not divinity, but someone

must be in charge.

That someone, in order to rule well,

must have the intelligence and integrity and sensitivity
to be equal to the challenge of his divine commission,
keeping in mind that he is God's regent, but not God.
Rulers are in charge of justice, yet not immune to
justice.

They must, Pope asserts, rule themselves as well

as others.16

Louise Schleiner sees in the Duke an ironic

and comic treatment of "a ruler attempting imitatio dei"17
The Duke uses his talents as best he can to fulfill his
duty as God's man in Vienna.

As Pope says, it is no easy

juggling act to revenge the innocent, apply the proper
degrees of justice and mercy, and maintain the integrity
of the law.18

It is as difficult for a mere mortal

ruler to be god -like as it is difficult for a mere actor
to do justice to this larger-than-life representation of a
prince.
Northrop Frye says, "each character owes his characteristic features, the things that make him what he is, to
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his place and function in the story."19
dramatic functions are many.

Vincentio's

He is a character in the ac-

tion, a spectator of the action, and a director of the
action.

The disguised ruler convention, according to

Ribner and Kittredge, has a "long folk tradition" and was
a "familiar motif in the literature of Western Europe. n20
Vincentio, explains Frye, is a kind of eiron-type: one
"who begins the action of the play by withdrawing from it,
and ends the play by returning. n21

But, as Lawrence says,

Shakespeare gives the character of the Duke much more
prominence than his predecessor in the play's probably
major source, George Whetstone's Promos and Cassandra, in
which this withdrawal and return function of the rulercharacter is uppermost.22

Vincentio manipulates and

controls the action in between.

He is, claims Lawrence,

"the dramatist's right-hand man."23
more.

And he is much

According to Schanzer, "it was Shakespeare's busi-

ness as a dramatist to turn his stagedevices and folk-tale
motifs into psychologically plausible and coherent human
beings. n24
And with Vincentio, he does.

Shakespeare gives his

Duke Vienna, along with all its problems.

Together with

his ruling power, Vincentio has some dramatic license.
With those tools, he goes to work on the complex task of
working out the social problems set forth in the play.
he is both good and wise, he will not only use his power

If
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to fulfill his responsibilities, but also he will remember
his responsibilities while using his power.

He must be

motivated by benevolence in his interpretation of the ruling privileges Pope defines as "extraordinary means" which
are sometimes necessary in order to get his job done.25
All of his dimensions as a character, including his ruling
status and his comic conventions, serve to help him make
Measure for Measure a play which has a major concern what
Ribner and Kittredge call "an intensive probing of the
meaning of human virtue."26
Shakespeare makes his Duke out of many pieces.

He is

a bit Providence, a sometimes-spy, a stage machine, and
even part bawd.

He is a ruler sincerely interested in his

people and concerned with ruling to the best of his ability.

He takes all the resources that Shakespeare has put

at his disposal to give us a tale about properties of
government.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE ABDICATION

The first major decision the Duke makes is a complex
one, and one out of which all further decisions spring.
He decides to examine his government.

Vincentio has been

in power for some years (at least fourteen) at the beginning of the play.

Corruption--especially sexual corrup-

tion--has become more strongly entrenched in Vienna.

The

time has come for a conscientious ruler to make an evaluation, to assess the characteristics of his rule in order
to seek out a method for improvement.
formed.

Vienna must be re-

R. G. Hunter says the central problem in Measure

for Measure is how best to deal with human misconduct.1
Vincentio knows his behavior as a ruler has been a
contributing factor in this misconduct.

By his own admis-

sion, J. A. Bryant points out, the Duke has been a loving
but lenient leader.2

This fault the Duke explains to

Friar Thomas:

We have strict statutes and most biting laws,
The needful bits and curbs to headstrong weeds,
Which for this fourteen years we have let slip,
Even like an o'ergrown lion in a cave
That goes not out to prey.
Now, as fond fathers
Having bound up the threat'ning twigs of birch,
Only to stick it in their children's sight
for terror, not to use, in time the rod
Becomes more mock'd than fear'd; so our decrees,
Dead to infliction, to themselves are dead,
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And liberty plucks justice by the nose;
The baby beats the nurse, and quite athwart
Goes all decorum. (I.iii.19-30)3

The Duke's disposition to permissiveness is complicated by
other traits: he loathes the company of the frivolous and
has "ever lov'd the life removed" (I.iii.8)

He says to

Angelo, "I love the people, - But do not like to stage me
to their eyes" (I.i.68-69).

And, he "would have dark

deeds darkly answer'd" (III.ii.170-71).

He subjects nei-

ther himself nor the doers of dark deeds to public display.

His tendency to privacy, both in his personal life

and in his function as administrator of justice, has colored his effectiveness as a ruler.

A compromise must be

sought when a ruler's personality tendencies conflict with
his responsibility to rule well.
So, with the state of affairs being what they are in
Vienna, Vincentio decides to take action, to seek out the
best solution.

His ingenious plan begins to unfold in the

first scene as Vincentio hands over the reigns of power to
one Angelo, a man whose personal and political inclinations are far from the Duke's own:

. . . Lord Angelo is precise;
Stands at the guard with envy; scarce confesses
That his blood flows, or that his appetite
Is more to bread than stone. (I.iii.50-53).

Here is a strict law-and-order man who tolerates nothing
and sees only the black and white of things.

He has the
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answer: apply the letter of the law.

Permissiveness is

not in his nature; he does not even acknowledge his own
humanity.

Contrast that with Escalus's description of the

Duke: "One that above all other strifes, contended especially to know himself" (III.ii.230-32).
the qualities of Lord Angelo.

These are not

Angelo knows nothing of

merriment, nor is he aware of his need for self-knowledge.
He looks to the cold standard of the law for everything.
Give him "justice, justice, justice, justice" (V.i.26).
He is an unbending fanatic.

The Duke, says Hunter, wants

to examine what will result if one adds "power to
puritanism."4
Vincentio sees that too much liberty results in corruption and chaos, but he also suspects the other extreme
--absolute justice--is not the answer.

The only way to

know is to test the rigid puritanical theory of governing
in the field, so to speak.

Why, Friar Peter wonders, does

the Duke not simply begin a campaign of stricter law enforcement himself?

Vincentio feels, firstly, that it

would be tyrannous and unfair to change suddenly and drastically his mode of operation.

And, such a move would

surely jeopardize his fine reputation with the people.
This line of reasoning seems, on the surface, to smack of
ego, even cowardice.

However, the maintenance of a good

public image can go a long way to ensure a successful
rule.

Vienna needs to exerience dread, but the
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consequences for all of an abrupt about-face by the Duke
would be, as he fears, "too dreadful" (I.iii.34).

A man

who changes from cold to hot in his dealings with his constituency is begging for loss of respect, perhaps even
rebellion.

Instead of revealing "a moral cowardice and

irresponsibility," as Larry Champion suggests, Vincentio's
move to hand over duties to Angelo is a wise political
move, saving the good faith of the people in the Duke in
the best interests of al1.5
Both Norman Holland and R. G. Hunter see
Machiavellian overtones in the appointment of Angelo.6
Arthur Scouten, too, sees the parallels: Machiavelli's
Borgia handed over the dirty work to a substitute, then
punished that deputy for his rigidity.7

Shakespeare's

Duke handles his deputy in a much more productive manner.
Louise Schleiner sees a New Testament pattern in the
abdication.

As in some of the absentee-master parables,

the Duke's purpose for giving over responsibilities is to
test the capacity for right behavior in individuals; and,
when they fail, the Duke must provide a mechanism for
reconciliation: mercy,

Thus, Shakespeare adds theological

dimensions to the political elements.8
Larry Champion argues that Vincentio gives not "even
a nominal justification for temporarily abdicating his
authority."9

But, if this whole set-up is to be a suc-

cess, surely the Duke must be allowed the liberty to
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reveal his intentions at his own discretion.

And, as

Jonathan Price states, Shakespeare "knew how dull a play
could be when the author had given away his hero's character in Scene i, and the whole point of the play in Scene
ii.“10

Besides, in Act I, scene i, he does give a

broad hint as to the nature of his goal:

. . . ; and it concerns me
To look into the bottom of my place.
A powir I have, but of what strength and nature
I am not yet instructed. (I.i.78-81)

Now, he can step back, let the pendulum swing from excessive liberty to excessive restriction and hope that, by so
doing, the weaknesses of both extremes will be exposed,
and a workable middle ground will be found.
In addition to the unfolding of the properties of
government, Vincentio has in mind a test of Angelo, the
man.

Angelo has set himself up as the personification of

the Law.

Can power corrupt him?

Clifford Leach is both-

ered by the fact that the Duke is inconsistent in his remarks about Angelo, starting with his praise for him in
the first scene, and thereby confuses the issue.11

Of

course, since Vincentio wants to test Angelo by seeing
what he will do with power, it is not logical to think he
would do any less than praise him, give him confidence
upon appointment.

Again, that would be giving it all away

in the second scene.

The Duke goes futher and gives

Angelo explicit advice before he leaves him in charge:
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"Your scope is as mine own, / So to enforce or qualify the
laws / As to your soul seems good" (I.i.65-67).

He also

cautions, "Morality and mercy in Vienna / Live in thy
tongue and heart" (I.i.45-46).
will abuse power.

The Duke thinks Angelo

He does not tell him to crack the whip;

he tells him to use his heart as well as his head in administering his duties.
sible for any abuses.

Now Angelo will be fully respon-

The Duke has left him with his

blessings and his advice: "enforce or qualify the laws";
"Morality and mercy . • • Live in thy tongue and heart."
He has made quite a point of reminding Angelo of his visions of good governing standards.
Champion goes even further by stating that Angelo
"inspires high confidence" in Vincentio.12
tinent facts dispute that claim.
to spy on the deputized Angelo.

Some per-

First, Vincentio plans
In his initial conversa-

tion with Friar Peter the Duke says, "And to behold his
sway / I will as 'twere a brother of your order, / Visit
both prince and people" (I.iii.43-45).

"Hence shall we

see, / If power change purpose, what our seemers be"
(1.iii.53-54).

The tone of this interview hints at the

possibility that the Duke has stacked the deck.

His ace,

it turns out, is Mariana.
As H. B. Charlton says, the Duke is testing the reality of Angelo's virtue.13

He is testing the virtue

and integrity of Puritan rule.

He is testing the virtue
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and wisdom of pure mercy.

As Vincentio says, "if our

virtue / Did not go forth of us, 'twere all alike / As if
we had them not" (I.i.34-36).

So, this is more than an

experimental unfolding of the properties of government.
This is an experiment that will test, in addition to political theories, human behavior, including the Duke's own.
He know this action will open up a Pandora's Box of possibilities, and he will have to answer for the consequences,
perhaps catastrophic, of this decision.

The Duke's plan

is a plausible one for testing human nature as it interacts with the human institution that attempts to govern
it, yet the plan is not without its risks.

Francis

Fergusson declares that the Duke sets up "a tragedy in the
making. n14

The Duke is prepared, however, to control

the variables by whatever means he can.

As E. M. Pope

states, the greatest responsibility of a ruler is "to see
well to the administration of justice."15

To do this,

the Duke must, given his current situation, take calculated risks, and he will (again, according to Pope) be accountable to God for his behavior just like everyone else,
regardless of his good intentions."
are good.

His intentions

As Charlton says, the Duke's "instincts are

benevolent," and his "standard is not self; it is
service."17

Louise Schleiner agrees that he is well-

intentioned and is seeking to learn how people will respond in certain governing situations so he can learn how
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best to rule.18

His choices have been narrowed down

to two: he can implement this complex and speculative plan
or he can do nothing.
The strategy the Duke creates is clever.
else the Duke is, he is a clever character.

Whatever

Francis

Fergusson contends that plays are like the game "What
If?".

Here, Shakespeare takes a situation from a familiar

story and has his characters act out the consequences.18
In this play, Shakespeare adds a twist.

A character (the

Duke) sets the action in motion by playing "What If?".
His behavior is a kind of paradigm of the creative process:

he sets up the situation from which complications

arise and directs the action toward a resolution of those
complications.

As H. B. Charlton says, in the problem

plays, "Intellect rather than imagination is forcing the
issue. n20

The wit of the Bard's Duke creates the at-

mosphere for complications, and that same wit resolves the
conflicts; the Duke teaches and learns in the bargain.
E. M. W. Tillyard suggests that, after he sets up the
action, the Duke "is just an on-looker" until he interrupts Isabella and Claudio's prison interview.21

True,

he does retreat to dark corners for a while, but his purpose is to be close enough at hand to enable him to observe and control his experiment without inhibiting it.
He must allow time for dissension to grow if his test is
to have any meaning.

At the same time, he must be on the
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borders of the action to enable him to obtain the information upon which he must base his own actions to contain
and control the consequences of his experiment.

The con-

sequences, it turns out, of the sudden change from lenient
to tyrannous management revolve around various problems
originating from human sexuality and how to control it.
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CHAPTER THREE
CIVILIZATION AND SEX

Vincentio is hardly on his way to Friar Thomas before
Angelo lunges into action and begins his crusade to clean
up Vienna.

The campaign is centered around sexual licen-

tiousness: a proclamation is sent forth ordering all suburban brothels torn down, and all laws forbidding fornication are to be enforced with the full rigor of the law
forthwith.

During the Duke's reign, these same decrees

have been "drowsy and neglected" (I.ii.171).

Of course,

Angelo, as deputy, has every right to implement the law.
The regulation of human sexual behavior has been an ambition of civilized institutions for time out of mind--and
with admirable intent.
The sexual mores of a society serve a symbolic
function.

Regulation of one's sexual appetite is repre-

sentative of acceptance of a responsible pattern of behavioral conformity that is necessary for a harmonious community of civilized human beings.

It is also symbolic of

the human potential for love and creativity.

Governing

institutions attempting to control the use of sex as commerce is one thing, but Angleo's actions have more farreaching consequences in the case of Claudio and Juliet.
As M.C. Bradbrook states, "a law to be just in general,
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must always be only an approximation to justice in particular cases . . ."1

Angelo obviously disagrees, for--as

John Dickinson notes--he considers only the law, not the
case.2
Here is a couple committed one to the other.

Due to

certain obstructions beyond their control, however, this
commitment has yet to be solemnized by the sacrament of
marriage.

Because of interference by family, Juliet is as

yet unable to produce a dowry, a necessary requirement for
a formal declaration of intent to marry.

(Perhaps, since

Claudio assumes the passage of time would appease Julit's
family, their objections stem from the youth or immaturity
of the pair.)

But as Rosalind teaches Orlando, time is

relative, and seven days can pass with the tediousness of
seven years for a couple anticipating marriage. 3
Claudio and Juliet have more than anticipated their marital privileges: she is pregnant, proof positive that they
have broken the law.

Claudio's sentence: death.

So

Angelo, S. Nagarajan reminds us, is well within his legal
boundaries to take action against Claudio since this de
futuro betrothal does not provide sexual rights.4
Regardless of Claudio's sincere intentions toward Mariana,
he is technically guilty.
R. G. Hunter comments that, because the issue of sexual morality is complex, legislation of sexual behavior is
a difficult problem.5

Given the circumstances of the
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Claudio-Juliet case, "fornication" could be considered too
strong a term; their guilt is technical.

L. C. Knights

says the play's "dilemma" is this: laws are necessary but
can be restrictive to a fault, depending upon the character of the enforcer.6

Angelo, says Claudio, can pick

and choose where to "Make us pay down" (I.ii.121) and
"still 'tis just" (I.ii.123).

Authority imposed "for a

name" (I.ii.172) is, at the least, restrictive to a
fault.
Moderns find, as Schleiner says, "moral correction
from civil authority or even clergy" inappropriate.7
Elizabethans and moderns alike, though, would probably
agree that the death penalty as Angelo's idea of moral
correction in this case is more than inappropriate.

The

general attitude toward Claudio's sin, says Hunter,
"strike[s] a balance between solemnity and flippancy."8
And certainly, a feeling person would find this punishment
unreasonable.
The Claudio and Juliet case fulfills a usual ingredient in the comedies.

As Northrop Frye explains, the

structure of Shakesperean comedy usually starts with "an
anticomic society"--many times in the form of an irrational law--over which the comedy sets out to prevail, and
"most of these irrational laws are preoccupied with trying
to regulate the sexual drive."9

A law that treats bawd
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and beloved by the same standards is not rational.

In

addition, as Ernest Schanzer explains,
Shakespeare needed a case in which the
death penalty could be lawfully imposed for
an offense which would not lose for its
perpetrator the sympathies of the audience,
and one in which a proper regard for its
circumstances should have earned him the
judge's pardon.10

The Claudio case is perfect.11

Angelo's pious and

rigid adherence to the letter of the law is leading him,
if the Duke reacts with quick-wittedness, straight into a
The Duke, of course, does trap Angelo--into a cor-

trap.

ner where he will come to a degree of self-knowledge sufficient to save him from his self-deceiving hypocrisy.
Angelo must be humbled in order to gain self-knowledge.
Vincentio, says Fergusson, experiments because he
knows the value of a lesson learned through experience.12
His people have become corrupt; the appropriate reward for
such behavior is tyrannous rule.

But, even though the

Duke is a permissive parent, he is also a wise and loving
parent.

He does not intend to punish them by turning them

over permanently to Angelo.

He intends to test and teach

them by his abdication experiment.
Frye defines the comic drive as "a drive toward identity."13

Duke Vincentio is the force driving toward

identity in Measure for Measure.

The vehicle he takes

advantage of is Angelo's effort to control and suppress
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the sexual behavior of Vienna's citizens.

This is a per-

fect theme for illustating the needs for both the personal
and the societal self-knowledge necesary for harmony and
order.

The ideal function of both Church and State is to

assist in the attainment of harmony and order.

W. W.

Lawrence claims the Duke represents both Church and State
as agents of authority.14

And Holland says legal and

religious rule are coupled in his character.15

Sexual

morality, to some degree, is in the province of both government and religion; for sexual behavior is, at once,
highly social, highly private, and --in its ideal form-highly spiritual.

So, Shakespeare's choice of laws deal-

ing with fornication as Angelo's weapon serves well the
comic function of a drive toward identity.

And his choice

of the friar disguise for the Duke reflects the involvement of church authority, as well as civil rule, in the
issue at hand.
Part of identity in a civilized work is a realization
of one's responsibilities to others, and perhaps in no
other relationships are those responsibilities more important or more difficult to achieve and maintain than in
sexual relationships.

The characters in Measure for

Measure lack some or all of the necessary qualities for a
complete and healthy sexual identity: love, maturity,
confidence, responsibility, compassion, flexibility,
commitment.
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Frye contends that social identity as well as selfidentify is an integral part of comic resolution in
ShakespearP.18

Just as charity begins at home, so a

social identity springs from companionability between two.
A sexually corrupt society is likely to be lacking in
order and harmony, as those qualities necessary for
healthy sexual identity (and implicit in personal identity) are also necessary for social identity.
then, is in order.
how.

Reform,

The question, as the Duke knows, is

His experiment, he hopes, will provide some

answers.
The opinion that Measure for Measure's Vienna is populated with miscellaneous foul and monstrous folk is not
quite fair.

L. C. Knights claims that the Duke sees in

his wayward subjects more mischief than evi1.17

R. W.

Chambers echoes that view and admits that they have human
weaknesses but are no more purely evil and contemptible
than Falstaff and friends.18

Sir Walter Raleigh says

Vienna is people with

• • . live men, pleasant to Shakespeare. .
This world of Vienna, as Shakespeare paints
it, is not a black world; it is a weak world,
full of little vanities and stupidities,
regardful of custom, fond of pleasure, idle,
and abundantly human.19

The Duke's charges do, admittedly, include pimps, prostitutes, and the like, but the sexually perverted (or at
least, misdirected) do not all congregate in the suburbs.
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They can be found in the homes of gentlepeople, in the
palace, even in the nunnery.

The Duke himself has been so

preoccupied with his role as soldier, scholar and statesman that he's had no time for "the dribbling dart of love"
(I.iii.2).

Naivete precludes knowledge, knowledge neces-

sary for complete identity.
Lack of sound sexual identity, then, can run the
gamut from prostitution to frustration to fear.

But, the

wheels of the Duke's plan are not long in motion before
the self-revealing experiences begin.

Frye says "the

middle action of the comedy" is "the phase of confused
identity" where "chaos, tempest, illusion, madness,
darkness, death belong. n20

Because Claudio and Juliet

have not properly ordered their passion according to an
acceptable pattern, death threatens.

"Earlier comedies,"

says John R. Brown, "had celebrated the fulfillment of
love's order, but this play explores the difficulty with
which any such order is attained, and the good intentions
of those who fail to achieve it."21
Lord Angelo, the strict law-and -order man, has overestimated his ability at self-control.

Raleigh says "his

hypocrisy is self-deception, not cold and calculated wickedness.

Like many another man, he has a lofty idea of

himself, and his public acts belong to this imaginary person."22

His private self, he finds, cannot live up to

his own expectations.

Angelo thinks of himself as above
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the sways and petty longings of ordinary men.

He has

deluded himself with the belief that man's laws alone can
impose order and sees in himself a rare capacity at selfrestraint that entitled him to impose order on others.
But Angelo is, after all, just a man.

Una Ellis-Fermor

states that Angelo "has forced upon his nature a standard
beyond its capacity and warped it with the strain.u 23
Sewell and G. W. Knight also see a warped Angelo and feel,
since his natural self has been so long and severely suppressed, that he becomes overwhelmed by lust long
stifled.24

Angelo, claims W. W. Lawrence, is neither

a purely virtuous man overcome by sexual temptation nor a
villian who has concealed his true character.25
a victim of self-hypocrisy.

He is

Unless he intends to be

gelded, he must learn how to properly channel the natural
man within him.

But Angelo's lack of self-knowledge is so

great and he has smothered his natural self with such
force for so long that, when the inevitable innerrebellion comes, he is overpowered.

He digs himself into

a hole so deep and dark and dirty that only the healing
grace of mercy can save him.
Angelo is not prepared for his temptation.
to his lecherous impulses with shock and dismay.

He reacts
In fact,

he does not even recognize his feelings for what they are
and assumes what he feels is love: "Ever till now, When
men were fond, I smil'd and wond'red how" (II.ii.191-92).
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After all, the temptress, this saint bait Isabella, is
more modest than light.

Angelo, having guarded against

the "double vigor, art and nature" (II.ii.189) of strumpets, is horrified to find that this "virtuous maid Subdues [him] quite" (II.ii.190-91).

All reason, ration-

ality, and control go quite out the window.

His position,

he knows, he can lord over Isabella and he does.

Who

would believe that a man with his reputation would offer
to a nun her brother's life in exchange for her
maidenhead?

To clench the deal, this fair-seeming foul

deputy threatens a more agonizing death for Claudio if
Isabella refuses to submit to him.

He uses his giant's

strength like a giant.
Once Angelo gives his "sensuous race the rein"
(II.iv.160), his soul plummets into a hellish torture
chamber that spurs him to more and more cruel efforts to
protect his reputation--the only thing of value he thinks
he has.

He has built a facade around him with his false

confidence in the law and power.
a drowning man.

Now he clings to it like

The corruption that comes of too much

restraint, then, is at least as dangerous as having too
little.

Perhaps, as Wylie Sypher says, "purity is indeed

the devil in Vienna."26

Lord Angelo is by far more

morally corrupt than any pimp or whore in that he falls
"in the heat of blood" (V.i.477) and then shows "a lack of
temper'd judgment afterward" (V.i.478).

His lack of

judgment pushes many--including Angelo himself--to the
brink of disaster.
It is the Duke's responsibility to avert disaster.
After all, the entanglements that Claudio, Juliet,
Isabella, Angelo, and others find themselves involved in
are a direct result of his decision to experiment.

During

his tenure as underground ruler, he learns the "strength
and nature" (I.i.80) of his office.

Lawrence points out

that "the Duke possesses both the knowledge and the power
to straighten out all injustices at the very beginning;
however, if he had there would be no story."27
Certainly, if he interrupts at the point at which he
learns of Angelo's bribe, there would not be much of a
story, and such action would certainly ruin his test.
Nobody would have learned anthing helpful.
have the courage to follow through.

The Duke must

He must let the ac-

tion get as close to tragedy as he possible can, then
snatch it back.

J. A. Bryant, speaking from a Christian

interpretation point of view, says of Measure for Measure,
For all its secular interest, Shakespeare's play
is the story of a ruler who concluded all his
subjects under sin, so that those who would
might come to recognize the wound of their own
souls, cast off the works of darkness, and know
by experience [italics mine] their need for his
abounding mercy. 28

A truly loving leader, like a truly loving parent, allows
his people to make their own mistakes; he knows (or hopes
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he'll be wise enough to know) when he must step in, and
perhaps more importantly, how to.
looking on.

Vincentio is indeed

His dark corners are not so far removed that

he cannot act as a monitor.

As Friar Lodowick, the Duke's

ingenuity as a conscientious manager is brought to the
test time and again.

With his eye on the desired outcome,

he applies "Craft against vice" (III.ii.270).
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISGUISE AND DECEIT

The Duke has evaluated the problems and has come up
with a scheme.

He has set the stage, now, and has planned

out his approach as far as possible.

He knows how he

shall observe the action to the best possible advantage,
but he can only predict the general direction that Angelo
will take; he cannot foresee the particulars.
situations may require extreme measures.

Extreme

And measure by

measure, the Duke must proceed now on his wits.

Admitting

that Vincentio is a caring and concerned ruler, Champion
still has problems with the Duke's "devious" means of manipulation, stating that good intentions and dramatic
function are not sufficient excuses.

Further, he sees him

at times "painfully without the authority needed to contain the evil of this play-world within harmless bounds."1
Vincentio has more authority than anyone else; and he must
have faith that that authority, coupled with his intelligence, his confidence, and the knowledge that his goals
are necessary aims, will see him through.

Bradbrook says,

"all his actions are controlled by one purpose, in that
complete self-confidence justifies his seeming cruelties."2
He is as confident as he can be that he can manage this
experiment.

If cruelties are called for, he must find the
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courage to be cruel.
There is no Green World, as Frye points out, in
Measure for Measure. 3

The Duke does, indeed, withdraw

from the action for a time, but soon--armed with the resolve to reform his decaying dukedom, Vincentio re-emerges
in the guise of Friar Lodowick.
literally and figuratively.

He hoods himself both

Instead of retreating into

nature to work out solutions, as is done in several other
of the comedies, the Duke heads for the urban gut of corruption: the prison.

It is there that the Friar-Duke be-

comes directly involved in the Claudio crisis.
The friar-disguise has multiple advantages.

The Duke

now has access to anywhere he might deem it necessary to
go.

A Friar could have reason to be anyplace where his

ministrations are needed, his presence unquestioned.

In

his religious attire, Lodowick can move about freely, unrecognized.

While impersonating a Brother, the Duke has

the further edge of being able to take advantage of all
the functions and duties that office implies, most importantly, hearing confessions and giving advice.

He now has

the key to the innermost recesses of the hearts of men.
With the trust almost automatically afforded a friar, many
of the other characters unburden their consciences on him
and turn to him with good faith in the wisdom and power
and rectitude symbolized by the cloak.
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The accusation leveled against Shakespeare's monks by
A. W. Schlegel is often true: "Shakespeare merely gives
his monks an inclination to busy themselves in the affairs
of others, after renouncing the world for themselves.4

The well-intentioned interference of Romeo and
Juliet's Friar Lawrence, for example, paves the road
to tragedy. Shakespeare's monks, though, developed
this propensity for meddling as a result of being
trusted symbols of integrity. Vincentio exploits
this confidence that his role-within-a-role evokes.
He does not meddle because he is a friar. He is not
really a friar. He uses the friar disguise so he can
"meddle."

Rosalind Miles sees no clear cut motive for the
Duke's misrepresenting himself.5

His motive is cer-

tainly not that he is an intentional busybody.

For one

thing, as Schlegel explains, he must "always [be] present
to watch over his dangerous representative, and to avert
every evil which could possibly be apprehended."

In

addition to being a protector, the Duke needs also to take
this opportunity to be among the folk.

Now he can witness

first-hand the results of Angeio's tyranny.
getting the Duke's message?

Is Vienna

How are they reacting?

Vincentio cannot get all he needs by peeking in windows
and listening through keyholes.

If he is just an ordinary

stranger, he cannot elicit the confidence he needs.

Even

the cynically sophisticated Lucio loosens his tongue for
Lodowick.

(And through Lucio, the Duke finds out just how

far disrespect for authority has taken Vienna.)

The friar
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disguise enables the Duke to acquire vast quantities of
information with quickness and ease.

Friar Lodowick can

do what Duke Vincentio cannot.
The Friar's first confessor is the pregnant Juliet.
The focus of his questions is on the circumstances of her
"iniquity."
love.

He is satisfied that Juliet erred out of

Further, she sees now the importance--for the sake

of harmony and order--of a societal code of behavior and
is not repentent simply because she is pregnant and imprisoned.

The Duke leaves her for now with only the bles-

sings of Friar Lodowick.

Further investigation is neces-

sary before he can intervene.

On to Claudia?

Claudio is hoping Isabella's efforts will save him
from death, but is attempting to prepare for the worst.
Friar Lodowick--a novice, like Isabella--attempts to help
Claudio to unconditionally accept his fate.
comfort are more stoic than Christian.

His words of

Perhaps his treat-

ment of both Juliet and Claudio is backed by the same reasoning he later applies to Isabella: "To make [them] havenly comforts of dispair / When it is least expected"
(IV.iii.110-11).

That is certainly in keeping with his

idea that exposure to Angelo's extreme authority will
serve to teach Vienna what can happen--and justifiably
so--when "the rod / Becomes more mock'd than fear'd"
(I.iii.26-27).
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Immediately following this conversation with Claudio,
the opportunity arises for the Duke to discover how
Isabella fared with Angelo.

By eavesdropping on Claudio

and Isabella, Vincentio learns "what our seemers be"
(I.iv.54).

"[T]o the love [he has) in doing good a remedy

„resents itself" (III.i.196-97).
Isabella with the plan.
insurance.

He decides to approach

But first, he must take out some

Professing to be Angelo's confessor, the Duke

tells Claudio that Angelo's proposition to his sister was
only a test of her character; therefore, there is no hope
that the forfeiture of Isabella's honor can save him.
Lies, to be sure.

But Vincentio must take precaustions.

If Claudio should decide to tell what he knows, Angelo's
guard will be up, thus jeopardizing the bed trick.

But,

if Claudio thinks Angelo was testing Isabella, he would
also believe that her acquiesence would result in her
punishment.

The Duke's lies, then, serve to quiet

Claudio.
The Duke has enough information--and enough wit to
put it to good use--to "proceed with Angelo" (IV.iii.101).
E. K. Chambers claims that the bed trick "does not commend
itself to the modern conscience."7
the means?

Do the ends justify

In Holland's explanation of the Duke as

Machiavellian, he asserts that the Duke "accepts the necessity for dissimulation in government."

Vincentio

has already pretended to abdicate his power, he has
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impersonated a friar, he has eavesdropped, and he has lied
outright.

The conversation between Isabella and Claudio,

says Schleiner, has sparked him on to further action.

To

come forward now and expose Angelo would risk everything.
Besides, it would not work.

Vincentio must proceed.

Isabella's information has provided for the Duke a way
out.9
Cooperation, though, is essential.

No ordinary man

could talk a novice nun into participating in such a
scheme.

Vincentio must lay out his argument carefully.

As E. M. Pope says, the purpose of the bed trick is not
revenge; it is an acceptable way to right wrongs.1°
In spite of her outburst in the prison, Isabella does love
her brother and does not want to see him executed.
Juliet, too, has been her affectionate friend.

Anyway, as

Vincentio reminds her, no one would believe her accusations if she did expose Angelo.
"Mariana

Was

Lawrence asserts that

fully justified in yielding to the embraces

of Angelo, on account of her earlier betrothal to him. .
Such a betrothal was held in Elizabethan days to have much
the binding force of the complete marriage ceremony, and
to confer marital rights.""

Mariana's betrothal to

Angelo differs from Mariana's to Claudio in that a dowry
had been agreed upon, a formal proclamation made, and a
date set for the wedding.

Consummation in this situation,

according to Shanzer, would be strongly frowned upon by
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the Church, but the contrast is, nevertheless, legally
binding.12

Angelo, says Nagarajan, has covered himThe dowry was lost, often sufficient

self completely.

reason for nullification of a pre-contract.

Adultery,

though is a sure case of nullification after a formal
declaration has been made, so Angelo "pretended in
[Mariana] discoveries of dishonor" (III.i.224-25) and so
forsook her)-3

Angelo has used the letter of the law

to the detriment of its spirit.
Ribner and Kittredge, too, in their introduction to
the play, defend Isabella's involvement in the bed trick
based on Elizabethan betrothal laws and custom.14
Still, considering Nagarajan's explanation of the law, if
Mariana and Angelo are brought together, they may not be
breaking the law, but they will be sinners in the eyes of
the Church.15
a nun.

Isabella has, after all, decided to be

She is as fanatic in her religion as Angelo is in

his view of the law.

But, her brother's life is at stake,

her friend is to be widowed before she is wed, their child
will be fatherless, and the Duke's tale of Mariana's woe
has touched Isabella.

Her fanaticism is bending.

She is

beginning to believe that there are cases in which a given
set of behavior rules--even Christian ones--cannot be
strictly applied.

In Measure for Measure, says M. C.

Bradbrook, "problems.
belief."16

. concern conduct rather than
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Getting Mariana to agree to the plan is no problem.
Why she wants Angelo in the first place, however, is a
problem to some.
"black bride":

Mariana is what Frye classifies as a

one "who seeks her lover through darkness,

disguise, humiliation, or even death. . . who must remove
some handicap of slander, ugliness, or captivity before
her identity is recognized."17

Further, again by way

of Frye's explanation of character, she "owes [her] characteristic features, the things that make [her] what [she]
is, to [her] place and function in the story. 18
Robert Smith says Mariana is a Griselda-type whose behavior "proves. . . that love transcends reason."19

In

addition, she has a lesson to teach, as we shall see.
Schleiner claims that the Duke is sometimes "forced
to improvise."20

One of the biggest challenges to his

wit comes on the night of the bed trick as Friar Lodowick
waits at the prison for Claudio's pardon to come.
not.

It does

Instead, the Provost receives a threatening message

from Angelo with exacting clarity, instructing him to proceed with the execution.

Bradbrook states that this is

one of the times the Duke is surprised.21
Vincentio is ready even for this.

But

Before deciding to con-

vince the Provost to substitute Barnardine, he determines
that Barnardine is indeed deserving of such a penalty.
Even though Barnardine is slated for execution later in
the day anyway, the Duke further reveals his dedication to
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fairness by determining the validity of Barnardine's sentence for himself.

The convenient natural death of the

pirate Ragozine--who has more Claudio's appearance than
Barnardine anyway--spares Barnardine for later reevaluation.

The fact that, because of this coincidence,

no one is killed, says Charlton, emphasizes the play's
merciful leanings.22

Friar Lodowick's power, though,

does not come through for the Duke this time.

He must

fall back on the power of the Duke without giving himself
away.

The contents of Lodowick's letter of introduction

from the Duke is not revealed.

Whatever it says, though

(and possibly merely the fact that Lodowick implies by
possessing it that he is an ally of the Duke), convinces
the Provost to comply with the Friar's instructions.
The Duke, by way of other letters, has made further
use of morally questionable tactics to fulfill his goals.
He has sent messages to Angelo that should lead Angelo to
believe the Duke to be dead or otherwise indisposed, baiting Angelo with the hope that he may be able to retain his
power in Vienna.
false security.

It is important to build in Angelo a
A man who "Stands at a guard with envy"

(I.iii.51) is not easily trapped but must be approached
"by cold gradation and well-balanc'd form" (IV.iii.100).
No more dark answers to dark deeds.
dealt with publicly.
set it up.

Angelo must be

And, more deceit is called for to

Again, the Duke needs Isabella's cooperation.
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To have it, he must provoke her vehemence.

By telling her

that Claudio is dead, Vincentio hits the mark:
to him and pluck out his eyes!" (IV.iii.119).
ready for revenge.

"0, I will
Isabella is

She has compromised her standards by

being party to the bed trick and it has failed.

She is

ready to fall upon the "Grace of the Duke" (IV.iii.135).
And, as Pope explains, it is the duty of a ruler to settle
differences; one cannot take the law into one's own
hands.23

Isabella is instructed only as to her own

part in the judgment scene: she must accuse Angelo of defiling her (a lie) and not waver from her course if she is
challenged by anyone.

Even though she has proclaimed to

Lodowick, "I am directed by you" (IV.iii.136), she begins
to have doubts.
(IV.vi.1).

"To speak so indirectly I am loath"

It is the steadfast Mariana--whose wisdom,

too, transcends reason--who trusts Lodowick no matter how
mysterious and questionable his methods.
Isabella, "Be rul'd by him" (IV.vi.5).

She advises

Isabella's doubts

will have to be tested, for now the Duke returns.
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CHAPTER FIVE
JUDGMENT DAY

In the final act, the absentee-master returns and
discovers that something is rotten in Vienna.

Vincentio

mast keep his wits about him now more keenly than ever in
order to realize the goals of all that has gone on before.
He must keep Friar Lodowick in the wings, and Friar
Lodowick must keep the Duke hooded until just the right
moments.

Ripeness is all.

The Duke's expectations have been realized.
has been corrupted.

Angelo

But in the meantime, those citizens

who have "plack[ed] justice by the nose" (I.iii.29) have
seen the ugly head of tyranny rise before them.

Yet,

"Dress'd in a little brief authority" (I.ii.122), the
thunderous bolt of Angelo's fanaticism has (as monomania
will) more ferociously split the soft myrtle than the
gnarled oak.

A New Day must still dawn.

be driven home: no more unchecked liberty.

The lesson must
The Duke knows

that Lucio is right about the sexual appetite: "it is impossible to extirp it quite . . . til eating and drinking
be put down" (III.ii.100-1).

Gluttony and waste, however,

must be put down; boundaries must be set.

Angelo's way

(to chop off the head of every love-smitten Claudio) discards both baby and bath water.

The law must neither
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scarecrow nor tyrant be.

The days of leniency are ended.

Now tyranny, too, must be put down.
The tyrant Angelo has had his mettle tested and he
has failed.

He is guilty of the worst sort of abuse of

power and, to the bitter end, he fights to maintain himIn spite of his horrid ill-treatment of others, the

self.

sight of his descent is pathetic.
Angelo deserves punishment.

There is no doubt that

All that Isabella accuses him

of being, he is: virgin-violator, adulterous thief, murderer.

And had she "more name for badness" (V.i.62), she

could hang that on him as well.

Perhaps Angelo is proof

of Mark Twain's belief that the Moral Sense is humanity's
worst enemy.

Knowing that there is a difference between

right and wrong is what makes doing wrong condemnable.
And it is the human conscience that spurs one on to further misdeeds for fear hypocrisy will be found out.

It is

this sort of guilt that Knight claims motivates Angelo to
stand by his order to execute Claudio.-

After all, if

Claudio lives there will be one more witness to Angelo's
misconduct and a potent possible avenger.
Angelo has narrowed himself to the danger point with
his myopic attitude toward right behavior, and when he
doubles his own standard he asks, "What does thou, or what
art thou, Angelo?" (II.ii.178).

In desperation he cries,

"Alack, when once our grace we have forgot, Nothing goes
right; we would, and we would not" (IV.iv.33-34).

He
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knows not what else to do, now that he has written "'good
angel' on the devil's horn" (II.iv.16), but continue to
hide behind his fast-crumbling facade.

He denies

Isabella's accusation; he denies Mariana's accusation.
Then (hoping--and with some measure of confidence--that he
can discredit the two women) he takes up the Duke's offer
to judge his own cause: "give me the scope of justice"
(V.i.239).

Again, the Duke abdicates.

Friar Lodowick, of

course, knows that Angelo's efforts are in vain, and wh n
the Duke's disguise is discovered, so Angelo is exposed.
The Duke realizes that Angelo is a victim of his own
self-deceit.

Vincentio sees, as well, the gravity of

Angelo's crimes, even if they are in reality still just
thoughts.

And, as God's earthly regent, the Duke must

administer reprisal.

But, it is Isabella who has been

most greatly victimized by Angelo and, so, it is to her
that Vincentio gives the opportunity to show Angelo "what
'twere to be a judge, and what a prisoner" (II.ii.72-73).
Most of the facts have been revealed to her.

She

knows Angelo did not violate her; she further realizes
that--however unwittingly--she tempted him.
that Mariana wants Angelo, not his estate.

And she knows
However, both

Isabella and Angelo still think Claudio is dead.

To for-

give him her brother's murder is Isabella's final and most
difficult test.

It is Mariana who tips the scale:

They say best men are molded out of faults,
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And, for the most, become much more the better
For being a little bad; so may my husband.
0 Isabel, will you not lend a knee? (V.i.444-47)

Here follows the play's most tense moment, worthy of its
most high-strung pregnant pause.

Perhaps here Isabella

recalls with anguish her last angry words to her brother.
After one last reassurance from the Duke that no one would
fault Isabella her revenge, she lends her knee.
Although Schlegel does say that mercy triumphs in
this play, he states that "The piece takes improperly its
name from punishment."2

E. M. Pope shows a keener eye

when she points out that the Sermon on the Mount verse (in
both Matthew and Luke) from which the play takes its title
must be read in context, for this pronouncement has more
to do with forgiveness and a non-judgmental attitude than
with revenge.3

Judge now, that ye be not judged.
For with what judgement ye judge, ye shall be
judged: and with what measure ye mete, it
shall be measured to you again.
And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy
brother's eye, but considerest not the beam
that is in thine own eye?
Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull
out the mote out of thine eye: and, behold,
a beam is in thine own eye?
Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of
thine own eye; and then shalt thou see
clearly to cast out the mote of thy brother's
eye. (Matt. 7:1.-5)4

St. Luke's account more clearly emphasizes forgiveness:

. . forgive and it shall be forgiven:
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Give, and it shall be given unto you good
measure, pressed down, and shaken together,
and running over, shall men give into your
bosom. For with that measure that ye mete
withal it shall be measured to you again.
(Luke 6:17-18)

Perhaps even more imp,)ttant is the Old Testament/New
Testament differontlal that Matthew reports:

Ye have !wail that it hath been said an eye for
An eye, and a tooth for a tooth.
HA, 1 nay unto you, that ye resist not evil:
t e whosoever shall smite thee on thy right
turn to him also the other.
(Mitt. 5t38-39l

Isabella, too, has fallen short of her own standards
by trying to pull the mote from her own brother's eye
before considering the beam in her own eye.
her decision.

No Angelo for a Claudio.

So, she makes

For, unless

Angelo is offered the other cheek, we shall never know if
he shall "become more the better - For being a little bad"
(V.1.44')-46).
As Schleiner points out, these Christian allusions
are in the play and they cannot be ignored; they must be
dealt with.5
them.

There are many critics who have dealt with

R. W. Chambers says "repentance, intercession and

forgiveness are the stuff of Christianity and of the old
stories of Christendom."

Roy Battenhouse sees the same

pattern in the play as that of the story of Christian
Atonement.7

E. M. W. Tillyard states that this "ortho-

dox scheme of salvation [that Battenhouse examines] was
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pervasive in the Elizabethan age."8

So, it is not un-

likely that one would find these elements in the works of
Shakespeare.

It is also not unlikely to find that

Shakespeare stresses these themes.
Duke Vincentio does try to engender a Christian attitude toward justice as opposed to the Old Testament idea.
If he envisions a God, it is not one with lightning bolts
coming from both fists.

But, surely, as mere mortals,

there are some things that even Christians, sometime, and
with justification, simply cannot truly forgive.

Vincentio

both gives Isabella an out and allows her to rise, if she
will, to a higher quality of mercy, motivated by more than
just a rote adherence to the admonitions of Jesus.
As Fergusson sees it, almost everyone in the play is
technically guilty of something to some degree.9

To

manage under Angelo's terms, all of Vienna would have to
be a prison.

On the other hand, if one gives mercy,

mercy, mercy, mercl.--as the Duke found from experience-human nature will take its mile.
Escalus, John Dickinson says, "illustrates equity" or
the mercy of reason, in his dealings with wrongdoers.1°
After the bawd Pompey's first audience with Escalus, he is
sent off with a stern warning.

But soon, he is at it again

and is apprenticed to the hangman for his punishment.
Mistress Overdone (and Dickinson admits this) finally must
be imprisoned.

On that occasion, Escalus remarks, "Double
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and treble admonition, and still forfeit in the same kind!
This would make mercy swear and play the tyrant" (III.ii.
188-90).

So it seems, that with this mercy of reason, as

differentiated from Christian mercy, Escalus fairs no better than the Duke.

Uncontrolled liberty will not do; con-

tinued threats will not do; "heading and hanging"
(II.i.236) will not do.
The Duke has known this all along.

And now that his

experiment is drawing to a close, he must establish the
new ground rules.

Leech claims that, by pardoning all

offenses, the Duke abandons his original purpose: to enforce more stringently the law."

"Pardon," like

"justice" and "mercy," is not an absolute term.

Pure par-

don, as Escalus both says and demonstrates, "is still the
nurse of second woe" (II.i.282).

J. R. Brown says, "At

the beginning the various characters are measured against
the ideal of love's order, and at the end the Duke pardons
their lapses and a new start is made."12
But this is no "and they all lived happily ever
after" story.

With the new start, the characters must

take their lapses with them.

All who have been tried must

carry a reminder of their lessons into Act VI.

Schleiner

says the Duke, in essense, saves the test by saving those
he has tested.13
First, with Isabella's blessings, he saves Angelo.
His death sentence is reversed, but he is not off scot
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free.

The Duke does not lift his order to execute Angelo

immediately after Isabella forgives the deputy.
for the unveiling of the living Claudio.

He waits

Perhaps the

"quick'ning in [Angelo's] eye" (v.i.500) at the sight of
Claudio indicates relief that he has not, after all, been
responsible for someone's death.

In any case, Angelo is

what Frye calls an "idiotes-villian" whose
function . . . is to injure or delay or prevent
the festive conclusion, and when the recognition
is reached, he disappears into it, his function
performed. His forgiveness . . . is primarily
on reconciliation is a technical emphasis rather
than an oozing through of personal benevolence.14

Hunter also sees Angelo's pardon as convention:
Personification of the frustrating force raises
a problem for the comic dramatist. Since, in
comedy, the frustrating forces have to be defeated, the characters who personify such forces
must share in that defeat, but the spectacle of
human beings suffering defeat cannot be allowed
to interfere with the happiness that an audience
expects at the conclusion of comedy.15
Frye explains that a comedy ends in such a way that
the audience finds desirable, in a manner that conforms to
the audience's preconceived sense of "fair" and "happy."
Parted lovers are reconciled, oppressive powers are overthrown, and so on.

That is not to say that the resolution

is totally predictable, but, "It is the purpose of the action to define and clarify something new which is also the
old reformed or metamorphosed."16

Angelo, then, his
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political ambitions dashed, goes from desperate tyrant to
humbled bridegroom.

In his defense, Champion says that

Angelo, when finally cornered, acts with some degree of
graciousness and humility.17
well" (V.i.501).

"[His] evil quits him

At least he knows when he is caught and

gives voice to repentance.

Pope asserts that a Renais-

sance audience could have expected and would have been
satisfied with more proportionate punishments in the final
scene.18

But Shakespeare offers more.

His Duke ful-

fills more than the deus ex machina function with which
Lawrence credits him.19

By having to marry Mariana

and live to face his humility, Angelo really is given a
new start.

Now he must admit his mistakes and face up to

his responsibilities and promises.

Viacentio tells him,

"look that you love your wife; her worth worth yours"
(V.i.502).

Wa may not deem him worthy, but Leavis advises

that we go to our own bosoms in judging Angelo and not be
offended by his marriage to a good woman. 2°
Female characters in the problem comedies, claims
Charlton, are more likely to follow the more reliable road
of intuition in an effort to reach happiness.21

Angelo's

Mariana is highly intuitive, and it is safe to say that
this intuition will tell her that, as a wife, she must add
nurture to nature.

Perhaps a loving wife will cultivate a

loving husband--measure for measure.

This is certainly
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not the only time that Shakespeare pairs a man with an obviously superior woman.
Lucio is the remaining loose end.

One of the privi-

leges of a Renaissance ruler that Pope lists is protection
from physical or verbal assault.22
for he knew not what he did.

Forgive him, Vincentio,

Bryant asserts that Lucio is

the Duke's tester and tempter--a devil-figure.23
has slandered both prince and priest.

Lucia

Idle talk, claims

Knight, has been Lucia's sin, but he finds in Lucio a redeeming quality: his genuine caring for Claudio as manifested in his efforts to help him. 24

His other

friends, however, have not fared so well.
refuses bail.

To Pompey, he

Mistress Overdone's efforts (she has kept

the illegitimate son Lucio has denied), he repays by turning her in to the police.

If there is any reason to for-

give him his trespasses, it is, as Knight says, that he
has demonstrated a soft spot.

It is Lucia who baits saint

with saint and encourages Isabella's efforts to plea for
Claudia.

And Lucia is genuinely sorry at the news of

Claudio's death, for Isabella's sake as well as Claudia's:
"I am pale at mine heart to see thine eyes so red" (IV.iii.
151-52).

Frye says that Lucio, the gossip, is enough of a

sympathetic character to get laughs while the Duke, unsuccessfully attempts to thwart him.25

If Angelo is re-

warded with the good Mariana, surely we cannot deny Lucio,
who has made us laugh, a new beginning in marriage to a
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woman whose goodness we cannot be as sure of as we are
Mariana' S.
Sewell asserts that, in the end, marriage is the measure for measure:

the marriages imposed--Angelo's as such as
Lucio's--are salutory, not blessed. This
so-called forgiveness, this remission of the
Law, is in some ways more terrible than the
rigour of the law suspended; for it implies that
lust may, after all, be bridled as well by
marriage as by death.26

Knight's reaction to these marriages is a bit less harsh:
"The punishment of both [Angelo and Lucio] is this only:
to know and to be themselves", and this is "at the same
time their highest reward."27
Marriage in Measure for Measure is symbolic of a mixture of punishment, reward, and opportunity.

This honor-

able estate is approached by most with great hope for lasting and rewarding benefits.

The giddy innocence, though,

is lacking in these couples (Angelo and Marian, Lucio and
Kate, Claudio and Juliet); they enter into matrimony more
soberly than most.

The Duke's hope is that this responsi-

bility will keep them ever mindful of the needs of others-a necessary part (as discussed in Chapter 3) of the kind
of self and social identity necessary for harmony and order.
The institution of marriage provides companionship, including sexual (thus hopefully eliminating or containing incontinency), and the hope of life renewing itself.

These
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benefits, however, are not easily achieved and maintained;
along with the better comes the worse.
M. C. Bradbrook says the measure given for measure in
the last scene is concerned with salvation.28

In a

more tangible than spiritual sense, the Duke has salvaged
these couples in hopes that their human potential on earth
can be realized.

Scouten addresses this issue: "Hopes for

the perfectibility of mankind make enemies for Measure
Measure," a play which illustrates "the disparity between
what man fondly aspires to and what he is."28

But,

says Bryant, human beings must still strive for perfection,
even knowing that it can never be achieved.30

And is

t not the goal of all good literature to illustrate this
gap between the real and the ideal, and in so doing,
stress the importance of a right pattern for the endeavor
toward the latter?
living.

For herein lies the very essence of

Just as Man inevitably falls short of perfection

again and again, so art, when it is truly universal,
teaches him that the quest--especially against insurmountable odds--is as noble as the goal.

"This news is old

enough, yet it is every day's news" (III.ii.224-25).
Without this pursuit, the brief candle surely signifies
nothing.
So, by marrying everyone off at the end, the Duke, as
Fergusson says, cheats us out of a tragic ending.31
The characters, says Smith, "receive their second chance
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through the grace of the Duke, their Providence . . . in
his combined role of State and Church."32

He has had

to be both villian and hero, but his experiment, with all
its risks has been worth it; he has fulfilled his place
and function in the story and "Found out the remedy"
(II.ii.79).

By teaching, he has learned.

Frye states

that "mercy is not opposed to justice, but it is an authority which contains or internalizes justice."33

The

Duke has re-defined mercy an0 justice for himself.

No

longer will he have "dark deeds darkly answered"
(III.ii.I70-71), but he will "bring them to light"
(III.ii.171-72) where they can be examined with the authority of merciful justice.

The judgment scene at the gates

of the city, he sees, has worked well.
For a job well done, Vincentio has in mind a reward
for himself.

He has also learned that his bosom is not as

complete as he thought.

But it is no "dribbling dart of

love" (I.iii.2) that has stung him.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE DUKE'S NUN-BRIDE

There are those who react to the Duke's proposal to
Isabella (not to mention her possible acceptance) with--at
best--puzzlement.

One does not necessarily have to see

Measure for Measure as a cynical piece of work, the product of a depressed playwright, to be unable to readily accept the proposal as a logical follow-through of what has
gone on before.

After all, this man simply railroads his

way into her life duriag a time of great personal crisis
and orders things about to his liking, taking tremendous
chances with this woman and those she loves.

And worst of

all, he purposely lets her believe--tells her, in fact-that her brother is dead when he is not.

Besides, when

Isabella and Vincentio first meet, she is about to become
a nun.

'rhey have both sought to retreat from reality;

still, they are not a likely match.

A closer look at

Isabella may suggest some answers.
Like many a Christian before her and since, Isabella
thinks she has found The Way.

By dedicating her life to

Christ, she is, in actuality, avoiding--denying herself--a
life wrought with challenges and decisions.

"Wishing a

more strict restraint" (I.iv.4)), she intends to withdraw
into the Order of St. Clare.

Like Angelo, Isabella seeks
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the safety of a control that comes from without.

Angelo

insulates himself by putting his faith in Absolute Justice,
In the same way,

a standard he thinks is infallible.

Isabella insulates herself by plunging into Christianity,
a standard she thinks is infallible.

When problems arise,

they think, one need only apply Statute 27 or the Seventh
Commandment and all will be well.

Both characters think

they have found an ideal order in a world that is very
disordered.

Their mistake is not in seeking a pattern by

which to aspire to the ideal, but rather in thinking that
any man-made institution (even if divinely inspired) can
bring a constant harmony.

David Bevington states, in his

introduction to the play, that both Angelo and Isabella
"must learn to accept the realities of the human condition."1

in this world.
away, pray
world.

there is evil

One of those realities is this:

One cannot wish it away, legislate it
away, or hide from it.

No set of rules is infallible.

This is an imperfect
Isabella must

learn before she can best decide where she fits in the
scheme of things.
A character in need of self-knowledge, explains Frye,
is often bound by a humor: a "trait that makes him repeat
a line of conduct mechanically. . . Such a person is under
an individual form of the same kind of tyranny that appears socially with the irrational law."2

Christianity

is Isabella's humor. Thg, manifestation of that mechanical
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behavior is her zealous insistence upon remaining sexually
chaste.
Isabella is certainly not a bad sort.

She is simply

naive and sorely lacking in self-confidence.

What she

seeks is to wrap herself in a highly structured life-style
that will safely deliver her directly to heaven.
is not a hypocrite.

Isbella

She sincerely believes her choices

have been the right ones.

One might safely bet, though,

that she did not come to her decisions by way of reason.
More probably, having been well brought up in the Church,
being a nun appeared to her the perfect way for a nice
girl to please both God and family.

Perhaps that is ex-

cessive conjecture, but her behavior in the play does reveal a lack of firm, confident resolve born of the knowledge that one must constantly seek--as the Duke attempts
to do--to know and to be oneself.
knows all she needs to know.

Isabella thinks she

She will live by the Word,

safely cloistered within the walls of the convent--out of
the way of the world without.
Isabella knows the Word from the printed page, from
her catechism, from the litany.

But there is a deeper

knowledge: what one learns by experience.

Angelo's

statesmanship come to be "like a good thing, being often
read, / Grown sere and tedious" (II.iv.7-9).

So,

Isabella's Christianity, having not been internalized and
tempered with human experience, only memorized and
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accepted automatically, fails her.

She accepts a rigid

and literal interpretation of her code just as Angelo
does.

But when she calls on her belief to guide her

through her crisis, she finds herself caught in a monstrous dilemma.

Never before she has been called upon to

examine, to question, to test.
Raleigh claims that Shakespeare, an anti-ascetic,
brings Isabella out of the nunnery for a more worldly
trial of her character.3

Claudio's call for help brings

Isabella out of her haven of safety.

She hesitates, but

not because she does not care to help her brother and
Juliet, but because she doubts the persuasive power that
Claudio sees in her: "Alas, what poor / Ability's in me to
do him good?" (II.i.74-75). And, of all people, it is
Lucio who appeals to her sense of duty: "Our doubts are
traitors, And make us lose the good we oft might win, / By
fearing to attempt" (II.i.78-80).

It is the worldly,

cynically sophisticated Lucio who encourages this meek
little lamb of the Lord throughout her first interview
with Angelo.

And Claudio was right.

"[S]he hath prosper-

ous art / When she will play with reason and discourse"
(I.ii.185-86).
The thrust of her moving argument hinges on the
Golden Rule.

It is with eloquence that she pleads,

. . . Go to your bosom!
Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth know
That's like my brother's fault. It if confess
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A natural guiltiness such as is his,
Let it not sound a thought upon your tongue
Against my brother's life. (II.ii.140-45).

Isabella can, indeed, move men.

But not in the way that

either she or Claudio intended.

Isabella fits Frye's

definition of an Andromeda figure, a heroine whose chastity is threatened.4
genius to stock.

But, once again, Shakespeare adds

The Duke does not charge in on a white

steed and slay the dragon Angelo.
dilemma.

Isabella must face this

Her desire to save her brother conflicts with

her need to adhere to the values she has chosen to live
by.

She is in a quite painful position, and it is to her

brother she turns in hopes of some reassurance.
Scouten claims that Isabella wants "to evade the responsibility for [Claudio's) death"5--understandably so.
Rossiter, as well, feels that Isabella wants, expects,
Claudio's support in this time of her own fearfulness, and
her anger comes because she feels he has failed her.6
Her expectations of Claudio's reactions are not firm:

0, I do fear thee, and I quake,
Lest thou a feverous life shouldst entertain
And six or seven winters more respect
Than a perpetual honor. (III.i.72-5).

Claudio is stung by the implication: "I will encounter
darkness as a bride, / And hug it in my arms (III.i.83).
But, when he sees a glimmer of hope and, in addition, realizes that he is about to leave his beloved Juliet for
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what his judge pursues in lust, he falters.

As E. K.

Chambers says, "his imagination begins to work and to terrify itself with the details of morality."7

Isabella is

blind to his feelings and sees this reaction as weakness,
faithlessness, cowardice, and dishonesty.

Her "you

beast!" (III.i.135) outburst has inspired a torrent of
critical wrath.

Knigh, for one, labels her a "friend,"

but concedes that Claudio has shifted the burden of decision on her shoulders when she had hoped he would understand her position.8
Claudio!

And she is ten times angry.

Damn

If he had not been so irresponsible in the first

place, none of them would be in this mess.

As R. W.

Chambers states, "there are things about which we cannot
argue calmly."9

Isabella cannot be expected to be calm

under these circumstances, and the highly volatile nature
of this quandry naturally evokes from her a tidal wave of
emotion.

She cannot see that there can be "charity in

sin" (II.iv.63) and she has forgotten that her God is the
merciful judge she has just so beautifully described to
Angelo.

Hunter suggests that submitting to Angelo's em-

braces in this case would be as noble a sacrifice as submission to any other form of torture since no pleasure
(great disgust, in fact) would be gained from the act.
would be more heroism than sin.

Hunter goes on to say

that Isabella is sincere in her claim that she would be
willing to suffer anything else--even death, but "it is

It
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one thing to say, 'Your death before my dishonor i«10
Too harsh is the claim Scouten makes that Isabella's response in this scene proves that she is totally prideful
and only has regard for herself.11

R. W. Chambers

defends her as a typical staunch Christian who, when forced to choose, must follow the example of the Apostles and
pick righteousness over family obligations.12

Pope,

too, sees that Isabella cannot allow Angelo and Claudio to
"use her mercy as their bawd.13

Even Knight softens

his criticism: "In a way, it is not her fault.
is hardly a sin

• . she

Chastity

▪ . has to find a new

wisdom. n14
Tillyard claims that the ferocious independence
Isabella displays in her exchange with Claudio is quickly
tempered, and she becomes "a mere tool of the Duke" after
he suggests the bed trick.15

Her explosive speech is

not so much an expression of independence as it is a reaction to an ethical impasse.

No wonder she snaps so abrup-

tly at the Duke when he interupts the conversation.

And

less surprising is her willingness to go along with his
plan.

The bed trick certainly appears less foul than the

alternatives.
There is an element of selfishness in Isabella, but
one of the biggest conflicts in the play is duty to self
versus duty to others.

Others--including Vincentio--are

in need of finding a way to fulfill their obligations to
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others while maintaining their own integrity and while
bringing their own unique qualities to the task of facing
challenges.

No one does this with ease.

Isabella is no

exception.
Ellis-Fermor states that Isabella's "silent consent"
to the Duke's offer represents a thoughtless abandoning of
all she has been before and reflects the deepest kind of
cynicism in which selfishness motivates al1.16

Rossiter,

too, feels that there is no transition in Isabella's
character to make her acceptance of the Duke believable,
arguing that neither of the two--except for the sake of
comic convention--need marry.17

But Isabella is a

changed woman at the end of the play.

In the beginning,

she is a naive fanatic; in the middle of the action--the
land of lost identity--she is "at war 'twixt will and will
not" (II.ii.35); and at the end, she has come to a new
wisdom.
She does not abandon her faith.

In fact, she is a

better Christian at the end than she was at the beginning.
Sir Walter Raleigh says,

Many men make acquaintance with Christian
Morality as a branch of codified law, and
dutifully adopt it as a guide to action, without
the conviction and insight that are the fruit of
the experience.
A few, like Shakespeare [like
his Isabella, at least], discover it for
themselves, as it was first discovered, by an
anguish of thought and sympathy; so that their
words are as revelation, and the gospel is born
anew. 18
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Isabella now sees how severly she has limited herself.
With Mariana's help--and Vincentio's--she learns that
"even best men are molded out of faults" (V.i.444) and
"women are frail too" (II.iv.124).

During our stay in

this world, the best we can do is help each other when we
Scouten credits Isabella with taking "a step toward

fall.

maturity by achieving tolerance and serving the needs of
another person--Mariana."19
R. W. Chambers is correct in his assertion that
Isabella forgives Angelo because, as a Christian, she
must.20

But her forgiveness, now that she has learned

something, goes deeper and is more significant coming at
the moment that it does.

Hunter says, Isabella's "pardon

of Angelo, if she is capable of it, must finally be inspired by the charity she did not demonstrate toward the
human weakness of her brother."21

She wishes that she

"that [did] speak a word, / [could] call it back again"
(II.ii.61-62).

She does, as Scouten charges, switch from

a Christian to a legal viewpoint when she reasons
"Thoughts are not subjects" (V.i.458); according to Jesus,
even thoughts are subjects in matters of lust.22

But,

Isabella knows that the teachings of Jesus are words to
live by, not to judge by.

Her earlier speech on Christian

charity could come now from her heart as well as her
mouth:

Why, all the souls that were were forfeit once,
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And He that might the vantage best have took
Found out the remedy. How would you be,
If He, which is the top of judgement, should
But judge you as you are? 0, think on that,
And mercy then will breathe within your lips,
Like man made new. (II.ii.77-82).

She has reached a higher level of self-knowledge.
She has moved, as Battenhouse phrases it, "from
moral isolationism to moral cosmopolitanism."23
the nunnery, morality is theoretical.

In

Isabella has passed

theory; she cannot go back.
The chaste Isabella, says Lawrence, makes a striking
contrast to the general populace of Vienna, but in comedy
extremes are brought to balance.24

Isabella is not "a

thing enskied and sainted" (I.iv.34).
MacKay, "young, warm, human."25
•

. . is contained energy."25

She is, says Eileen

Frye says "chastity

But contained sexual

energy, as Angelo proves, is a potentially dangerous
thing.

And Isabella has proven that she, too, is capable

of passionate explosion.

Her energy should be channeled

into the outside world, where, she will learn that a life
wrought with challenges and decisions can bring great rewards.

Lawrence claims that, since Isabella is a novice,

not yet sworn to sisterhood, to not follow through and,
instead, marry "the most distinguished man in the play" is
acceptable behavior. 27
The fact remains, however, that Duke Vincentio lied
to Isabella about Claudio, an act that--even with good
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intent--caused her great suffering.

E. K. Chambers

describes the Duke's treatment of Isabella as "the antics
of a cat with a mouse, rather than the disposition of a
wise and beneficient ruler."28

Perhaps Isabella can

see that, for the sake of the test, the Duke could not
reveal the truth to her before Angelo was dealt with.

R.

W. Chambers' claims that the Duke "wringes [Isabella's]
agonizing forgiveness out of her" is a little strong and
not quite accurate.29

In fact, the Duke encourages

her to consider her right to revenge and, in so doing,
evokes an unmistakably sincere pardon.

He has afforded

her the opportunity to make the decision for herself.
And, in the end, Claudio lives.

That should go a long way

toward softening Isabella's reaction to the deceit.

Pro-

bably she "might pardon him, / And neither heaven nor man
grieve at the mercy" (II.ii.54-55).
Vincentio, the man who called the dart of love
"dribbling," has come a long way as well to be ready for
marriage.

Bryant points out that the Duke has called

himself a complete man, and apparently thinks of himself
as invulnerable.30

Everyone in the play--even the

Duke--must come to grips with his sexuality.

And Brown,

says the Duke, because he has yet to experience love, is
dispassionate about the pangs of those who have.31

At

least his lack of emotional reaction while dealing with
Mariana, Juliet, and Claudio serves to keep him objective.
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But now that job is behind him.
tached as he appeared.

Maybe he was not as de-

Part of the New Day should include

a Duke who is not so far removed from the common experThe Duke sees that he is not

iences of hearth and home.
so complete after all.

Is it so improbable that this same

Isabella, who "in her youth / [Has] a prone and speechless
dialect, / Such as move men" (I.ii.183-85), and who felled
the unbending Angelo, has caught the eye of the Duke?
After all, he has become intimately involved with her at a
time of crisis and has seen her face a bitter storm with
both grace and humility.

And is it so improbable that

Isabella simply feels, intuitively, some intangible something for this man who, all things considered, did her a
great kindness?

Is that more improbable than Mariana's

feelings for Angelo?
The Duke does propose.

And "if [she'll] a willing

ear incline . . . " (V.i.541).

As Fly points out, "the

whole issue of a possible reconciliation of differences in
a symbolic, comic marriage [is] left precariously suspended on the thread of that hypothetical "if."32

Per-

haps Shakespeare anticipated that--even in the fantasy
world of drama--marrying off a nun-to-be to her
cruel-to-be-kind Duke so suddenly and conveniently at the
end would be a bit hard for some to accept.
he leaves it up to us.

In any case,

That beautiful, special, electric

moment between the question and the answer--shot through
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with suspense and anticipation and hope--he leaves suspended from the outstretched hand of the Duke.

NOTES
1 David Bevington, ed., intro. to Measure for
Measure, in The Complete works of William Shakespeare
(Glenview, IL: Scott Foreman and Co., 1951), p. 465.
2 Frye, Perspective, pp. 78-9.
3 Raleigh, p. 71.
4 Frye, Perspective, p. 90.
5 Scouten, p. 71.
6 Arthur P. Rossiter, Angel With Horns (New York:
Theatre Arts Books, 1961), p. 161.
7 E. K. Chambers, p. 213.
8 Knight, p. 93.
9 R. W. Chambers, p. 39.
10 Hunter, pp. 216-18.
11 Scouten, p. 71.
12 R. W. Chambers, p. 36.
13 Pope, p. 68.
14 Knight, p. 93.
15 Tillyard, Shakespeare's Problem Plays, pp.
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17 Rossiter, p. 162.
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19 Scouten, p. 80.
2° R. W. Chambers, p. 52.
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21 Hunter, p. 220.
22 Scouten, p. 79.
23 Battenhouse, p. 1051.
24 Lawrence, p. 93.
25 Eileen MacKay, "Measure for Measure,"
Shakespeare Quarterly 14, (1963), 110.
26 Frye, Perspective, p. 152.
27 Lawrence, p. 106.
28 E. K. Chambers, p. 216.
29 R. W. Chambers, p. 50.
30 Bryant, pp. 89-90.
31 Brown, p. 194.
32 Fly, p. 83.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Duke Vincentio, then, is a consistent character.

Hi

behavior is motivated by his responsibility to improve
himself as a ruler, especially since his rule has contributed to Vienna's corruption.

The Duke is both a caring

and able ruler whose qualities of self-confidence, cleverness, quick-thinking, and benevolence can and do overcome
his tendency toward leniency.
Vienna is in the hands of a good man.

The Duke suc-

ceeds in forcing his people toward a workable pattern of
living together with as much order as possible, based on a
knowledge--as individuals and as a group--of the responsibilities entailed.

The characters learn the importance of

having a code and applying that code--to themselves and to
each other--with a thoughtful flexibility grounded in a
desire for harmony.

Human beings must live in structure,

but they must control the structure they have formulated.
The struggle for self-knowledge must continue.

Human

beings (even the Duke) are not perfect; human institutions
are not perfect.

But, the endeavor to make this life--

even with its disorder and uncertainties--the best that it
can be requires a perseverance and a sympathy that human
beings are capable of.

There will always be Angelos,

Lucios, and Mistress Quicklys; failure and defeat will
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remain.

But, there will always be Vincentios, too, who--

knowing or seeking to know the potential as well as the
limitations of their mortal beings—can sense the ideal
and work toward it.
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